Clustering-Based Compression for Population DNA Sequences.
Due to the advancement of DNA sequencing techniques, the number of sequenced individual genomes has experienced an exponential growth. Thus, effective compression of this kind of sequences is highly desired. In this work, we present a novel compression algorithm called Reference-based Compression algorithm using the concept of Clustering (RCC). The rationale behind RCC is based on the observation about the existence of substructures within the population sequences. To utilize these substructures, k-means clustering is employed to partition sequences into clusters for better compression. A reference sequence is then constructed for each cluster so that sequences in that cluster can be compressed by referring to this reference sequence. The reference sequence of each cluster is also compressed with reference to a sequence which is derived from all the reference sequences. Experiments show that RCC can further reduce the compressed size by up to 91.0 percent when compared with state-of-the-art compression approaches. There is a compromise between compressed size and processing time. The current implementation in Matlab has time complexity in a factor of thousands higher than the existing algorithms implemented in C/C++. Further investigation is required to improve processing time in future.